David Grove (1941) - Papers to be deposited in Balliol college archive
(revised 2019)
1 Binder A - DG writings in periodicals
Copies of The Flash (my own school comic), democratie nouvelle, Marxism
Today, Socialist History Society Newsletter, Planning Week, Green Socialist, and Communist
Review containing contributions from me.
2 Binder B - pamphlets written by DG
The Northern Region May 1948 (NEDA)
The application of central place theory in the regional planning of a
developing country (with L I Huszar) (RTPI)
The function and future of urban centres (contribution to a symposium at
the Institute of Archaeology, London university)
Shankland Cox 1962-1982, a brief history
Fifty years of village housing and conservation 1946-1996, the story of
Blakeney Neighbourhood Housing Society (and revised editions in 2006 and 2011)
Blakeney village design statement
A personal memoir of Crawley CP in the 1950s
3 Ring binder 1 - foolscap documents
Three school essays from the 1930s (on Admiral Robert Blake, The
Problem of India, a League of Nations summer school)
Three research papers from the 1950s (on industrial linkages, owneroccupation in a mining community, office employment in London).
A talk and an article written in Ghana 1964/5
4 Ring binders 2, 2A, 2B - political writings
2 Articles and letters in a variety of publications, some reviews, leaflets and
short essays, a few unpublished letters and articles..
2A Two pieces written in Ghana in the 1960s
Marxist approaches to town planning,
"Novels that pack a political punch" - a series of ten "reviews" of classic
novels in the Young Communist magazine Challenge.
2B Recent letters printed in the Morning Star and Stamford Mercury.
5 Ring binder 3 - professional writings
Mainly notes for lectures and talks on various aspects of urban and regional
planning, including some published articles.
6 Ring binder 4 - other writings
Letters and articles on various topics.
7 Ring binder 23 - holiday chronicles

Notes on travels since 2000, including three visits to Iceland, and celebrating
the millennium on the isle of Porquerolles.
8 Ring binder 24 - logs of voyages
Including several pleasure cruises, a voyage in a coastal tramp steamer, and
voyages to and from Iceland in container ships.
9 Wallet file – Blakeney Neighbourhood Housing Society
Papers relating to the unique society which I chaired from 1993 to 1998.
10 Wallet file - some wartime letters
From me to my wife; from three friends, all of whom later died in action;
the only one from my evacuation foster-parents; and one mentioned on page 22 of
my Memoirs volume three, from a guy whose canoe I sank with my punt, then left
him in my college room to dry off while I went out to dinner.
11 Wallet file - Campeace
Papers relating to Cambridge Campaign for Peace between 1998 and 2002.
12 Wallet file – Stamford Peace Campaign
Papers covering the whole of the organisation’s short life.
13 Wallet file: E H Young
Two unpublished articles on the Bristol novelist, together with research
notes and correspondence, and notes for a talk I gave in the Clifton Bookshop.
14 Wallet file – Souvenirs - Homes
Sales descriptions and prices of four houses in Greenwich, Blakeney,
Cambridge and Stamford that I lived in between 1965 and 2015.
15 Shankland Cox Partnership (Planners and Architects)
Newsletters (1 wallet file)
Brochures (1 wallet file)
Future of SCP and Aims of the Practice (1 wallet file)
16 Hitching Record
A hardback Balliol notebook from 1941 recording the starting and finishing
points of 500 lifts as an inveterate hitchhiker between 1939 and 1959, plus records
of some later family journeys.
17 Black Star Line
Another hardback notebook containing the handwritten log of a seven-week
voyage with the family in 1963 in a Ghanaian cargo vessel from West African to
Mediterranean ports, plus some postcards and other souvenirs.

18 Wallet file: Work souvenirs
An incomplete collection of ppointment and resignation letters, some press
cuttings, reviews, references, applications, job descriptions and handover notes.
19 OS map Landranger 89 West Cumbria (1987 edition)
Recording all the family walks from 1987 to 1998 with a list of the 27 people
who took part.
20 Desk diaries (to follow)
Diaries since 1993 – a daily record of an active and happy retirement.
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